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SCPD EMPLOYMENT FIRST OVERSIGHT COMMISSION 

JANUARY 14, 2020 

SMYRNA STATE SERVICE CENTER, SMYRNA 

 

Present: Cindy Sterling, Chair, ServiceSource/AND; Elisabeth Furber, CLASI/DLP; Emmanuel 

Jenkins, DDC; Deborah Talley-Beane (on behalf of Sandra Miller), DVI; Jennifer Garcias, 

DDDS (on behalf of Marissa Catalon); Moni Edgar, UCP- CAP; Dale Matusevich, DOE;  

Jackeline Saez-Rosario, Advocate; Ron Sarg, DCVA/MOAA; Kyle Hodges, Staff; and Amber 

Rivard, Support Staff.  

 

Guests:  Rachael, DDC Intern 

 

Absent: James Billups, DOL-Division of Industrial Affairs (DIA); Marissa Catalon, DDDS; 

Thomas Hall, DHSS/DSS; Jocelyn Langrehr (on behalf of Andrea Guest), DVR; Rick 

Kosmalski, DDC; Sandy Reyes, Co-Chair, Department of Human Resources; and Genelle 

Taylor, DSAMH. 

 

CALL TO ORDER/Introductions/Approval of November 12, 2019 Minutes 

 

Cindy called the meeting to order at 9:37 am. Everyone introduced themselves. Deborah 

commented that her last name ends with an “e” so it says “Beane” on the November minutes. A 

Commission member spotted another correction on page 2, first paragraph, third line down that 

stated, “There was C Cindy…..” and should be taken out to begin with “Cindy asked….” Ron 

added that near the bottom of page 1, the last sentence states, “Kyle decided to take snippets of 

information that was sent to Kyle over the last eight months and highlight information that each 

of the Divisions wanted included.” It said Kyle’s name twice. Kyle commented that they will 

reword that sentence to make more sense. Ron made a motion for approval of the November 

minutes. Dale seconded the motion. The November 12, 2019 minutes were approved as 

amended.  

 

ADDITIONS OR DELETIONS TO THE AGENDA 

 

• Summary of the December 13th Transition Conference from Dale. 

• General Updates from the agencies in the Commission. 

 

BUSINESS 

 

Final Approval of the Annual Report 

 

The Commission reviewed the Annual Report. Kyle stated that there is not much difference from 

the previous draft. He received updated information from DVI and DVR. Kyle noted that we 

may want to add a recommendation from Cindy new grants that could be of value to the State on 

a national level for advancing competitive employment opportunities for people with disabilities. 

Cindy asked that if anyone notices any new grants that could be of assistance to employing 

people with disabilities to contact Kyle.  
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Kyle stated that the Annual Report is updated with the latest information from the divisions and 

EFOC and request statistics in the same area at the end of the fiscal year. He added that it would 

be a good way to monitor. DVR is on a federal fiscal year.  Kyle clarified that the EFOC can 

always share their respective annual reports.   

 

Kyle stated that John McNeal is working on the full State Council Report and we will include the 

Employment First information into the SCPD Annual Report. He added that if the Report is 

delayed much longer, Kyle will suggest that Employment First just send out the agenda. Cindy 

added that the objectives listed in the Executive Summary will be focuses for next year. Kyle 

stated that formatting is an issue among the pages of the Report, and he will leave that up to Jo or 

Amber. 

 

Ron commented that on page 4 of the Report, third paragraph down where it states that 

“Delawareans who are blind have access to DVI services in school, home and work across the 

lifespan,” it should be corrected to say “…. their lifespan.” Also, near the top of page 6, the last 

bullet point, “22in” should be spaced to say, “22 in.” Also, on that same bullet point for the 

“22in”, there is a beginning parenthesis but not an ending parenthesis. On page 7, a paragraph up 

from the bottom, “WONDER is not singularly focused on individuals with disabilities, however, 

is offered to all SNAP clients regardless of their disability status”, should be corrected by stating 

“…it is offered.” Also, on page 7 at the ending of “…. WONDER during SFY18”, there is no 

punctuation and should include a colon. Cindy added that a period is missing from page 8 at the 

end of the second paragraph on the top, “….113 (62%) obtained employment one or more times 

while being served through WONDER.” Also, on the next paragraph on page 8 at the ending, it 

should have a period. Page 9, second paragraph down where it has a comma between measurable 

and post-secondary education. The commas should be taken out of that last sentence. Page 10, 

second paragraph, seventh line from the bottom states, “However, that has a heavy fiscal impact 

because that would take new c/o tradesman and major improvements to existing physical 

structures.” The “c/o” should be removed from the sentence and in place of “tradesman” it 

should be “tradesmen.” Page 11, first paragraph below the data, the last sentence should be 

removed. Page 12 under Medicaid Workers with Disabilities, the last sentence should have a 

period. Page 13 under “Other Recommendations” section, “The State of Delaware should 

provide leadership in the Employment First are as the largest employer of diverse populations, 

including persons with disabilities, by reviewing and implementing the following practices:” 

should have the “are” removed. Page 15 underneath “Home and Community Based Services” 

section, in the second to last sentence the extra comma should be removed from “…community, 

to the same degree….” The last sentence in the paragraph under the “Employer Tax Credit” 

section should include a period. Also, on page 15, the format is different and should be corrected 

from block format to left justification alignment. There was one more addition to the corrections. 

Last paragraph of page 15, fourth line up from the bottom, it should say “WIOA 

implementation” and not “WIO implementation.” 

 

Kyle stated that if anyone else sees something in the EFOC Annual Report to contact him and he 

will correct it. Before the Divisions and agencies all gave Kyle their summarized information, 

there was discussion on including a link that included all of those summaries. Kyle did not think 

it was absolutely necessary due to it being too confusing. There is enough information within this 

Report, and it was easier to compile the information. Cindy agreed with just putting the 
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information into an Annual Report. Ron motioned for the final approval of the EFOC Annual 

Report. Emmanuel seconded the motion. EFOC Annual Report was approved as amended.  

 

Meeting on 14c Certificates 

 

Kyle stated that there was a meeting held December 2019. The meeting included representation 

from Ability Network of Delaware (AND), Elwyn and Chimes, Division of Vocational 

Rehabilitation (DVR), Division of Developmental Disabilities Services (DDDS), State Council 

for Persons with Disabilities (SCPD) Vice Chair, Terri Hancharick, Disabilities Law Program 

(DLP), and Cindy Sterling. Representative Heffernan lead the meeting. The purpose of the 

meeting was to discuss the possibility of 14c certificates being eliminated from Delaware.  

 

The meeting started off with some tension and disagreements on how it was being presented, but 

everyone worked through it. By the end of the meeting, it was agreed that Elwyn and Chimes, 

along with Tom Cooke from AND, will try to implement a plan that if the 14c certificates 

removal is pushed forward, there will be a firm and clear path forward for what may be needed. 

Funding may be an issue in implementing a firm path forward. Kyle added that there will be 

another meeting on 14c certificates on February 14, 2020.  There are not many certificates left in 

Delaware and another topic of discussion at the meeting was, as a State, we should be prepared 

for any decisions that we make could be superseded by the federal government passing 

something. Cindy asked that if anyone had any resources from other meetings that could help the 

planning process to integrate people with disabilities into the community to please share.   

 

Jennifer commented that the biggest issue that happens among families or a person with 

disabilities that are in a sheltered workshop is fear. They are afraid of what will happen next. 

DDDS helped with the process of moving people with disabilities out of the sheltered workshop 

setting and into integrated competitive employment. Cindy restated that those people with 

disabilities within sheltered workshops should have a plan in place that is shown to be beneficial 

to them and consider their opinions. Discussion was made about the fear of transformation, 

directing away from 14c certificates and sheltered workshops, and being nervous about what 

their employment future may hold. There are other types of services within the State that can 

help people with disabilities in obtaining competitive employment that integrate themselves into 

the community (focusing on the critical need of those sheltered workshop people with 

disabilities). Emmanuel added that having people with disabilities represented at those meetings 

could help with eliminating fear from families of those in sheltered workshops integrate into the 

community with competitive employment.  

 

Brochure 

 

The current brochure and a draft brochure were provided.  Kyle asked for suggestions. A 

suggestion was made to use something different other than tri-fold paper. Deborah suggested that 

she could take a look at both EFOC brochures and the Commission could tell her what 

information and pictures to use. Another suggestion was to also make an information card.  Kyle 

stated that if anyone else has any suggestions to contact him via email. Deborah will also work 

on a draft. 
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Summary of the December 13, 2019 Transition Conference  

 

Dale stated that there was a Transition Conference held at Dover Downs in Dover on December 

13, 2019. They had over 900 attendees and 350 out of 900 were students. 250 out of 900 were 

educators while the rest were agencies or service providers. There were about 35 exhibitors and 

vendors. Many of the feedback from the sessions were positive. More than 100 family members 

attended the conference. The number of family members have been increasing each year. The 

issue with having the conference at Dover Downs is there is not enough room and DOE has to 

keep cutting off registration capacity. The biggest issue that DOE has is trying to have schools 

continue educational conversations after the conference.  

 

Potential Agenda Items and Presentations 

 

Kyle stated that there was discussion on possibly allowing divisions to present at future EFOC 

meetings. Kyle asked if anyone had any suggestions on which divisions they would like to come 

present that would benefit the Commission and the divisions. Cindy suggested that the 

Commission invite Employment and Training from Department of Labor. Employment and 

Training is looking to become more inclusive of people with disabilities. The Pathways Program 

is trying to integrate children with disabilities. Dale mentioned that DOE is contracting with 

NAPE (National Alliance for Partnerships in Equity) and that DOE, DVR, DVI, and DDDS 

could come in to present more on the Pipeline to Success and the schools’ reactions in 

integrating through that process a year and a half into the program. Dale suggested that Kyle 

contact David Frye, Statewide Transition Coordinator, as to who would be the best 

representation from Employment and Training. Another suggestion was to invite Michelle 

Taylor from United Way (Youth Council) to present for the Workforce Investment Board. Dale 

suggested we invite legislators that were original sponsors from the legislature to discuss on how 

this impacted State work for legislators. Dale asked how the Commission could re-engage with 

the legislators to have conversations that affect EFOC. Kyle will contact Representative 

Heffernan. Another suggestion was made to invite DHR to discuss the Selective Placement 

Program due to many individuals with disabilities falling through gaps on hiring people with 

disabilities.  

 

Kyle asked which suggestion would be the best to start out with for February meeting. Cindy 

suggested that the meeting with the legislators should be a first priority.  

 

OTHER BUSINESS 

None 

 

PUBLIC COMMENT 

None 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

 

The Delaware Pathways Conference will be held on Monday, April 6, 2020 at Dover Downs. 

Dale will forward more information as it comes out.  
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DDC Partners and Policymaking applications are February 28, 2020. Partners and Policymaking 

is an 8 month program that focuses on learning advocacy skills.  Cost to the participants is zero. 

 

Elisha Jenkins has retired from DVI and Sandra Miller is now Acting Director and currently 

there is no Deputy Director. As of right now, Deborah will come to meetings due to Sandra 

being busy with finding a Deputy Director.  

 

Dr. Macy from DDDS retired in November 2019 and Corey Nourie is the new Director of 

Community Services.  

 

ADJOURNMENT 

 

Ron motioned to adjourn the meeting. Dale seconded the motion. The meeting adjourned at 

11:03 am. 

 

 

 

Respectfully submitted,  

 

Amber Rivard 

Administrative Specialist 


